
Lead in: Draw a picture of rainy weather and a bow. Students guess the meaning of each
word and with a stronger class, they can write them on the board. Put it as a math equation
and put two words together into a rainbow. Students draw rainbows and revise the colours.
(5'-7')

Lesson Focus and Goals
In this lesson, learners revise their previous knowledge on compound words. The class is
introduced by drawing a raincloud and a bow in a form of a math equation. Learners are asked
to put two words together creating their first compound word. As a part of the revision,
students colour 6 objects and then match them making more compound words. Students
write the words and then draw the new words. The class is finished by putting flashcards
together with their names and a memory card game with pictures. At the end of the class,
students take two cards at random and create their own compound words.

- To revise basic Starters level vocabulary
- To learn about compound words
- To play a memory card game
- To create personal compound words

Level: A1 (Starters) Age: 5-6 years old

Materials Needed

Structure

Learning Objectives

Date

Time: 45 - 55 minutes

- Compound nouns Starters: worksheet
- Compound nouns Starters: flashcards
- Compound nouns Starters: memory cards
- The rainbow song (optional)

Song (optional): If you have done The rainbow song before, play the song and revise the
colours of the rainbow. While you're listening to the song, the students can either point to the
different colours of the rainbow or lift coloured pencils/paper, etc. (2'-3')

Vocabulary revision: Since this class is treated as a revision of previously learnt vocabulary,
take a set of flashcards and elicit the names of objects shown. Start by showing the flashcards
and modelling pronunciation. Then you can do a speed round, in which you show a flashcard
for a second and students must race to name them (give points). You can finish by putting the
words with the pictures. For this part do NOT use the compound words flashcards yet. (6'-8')
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compound words

rain bow rainbow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRNy2i75tCc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRNy2i75tCc


Worksheet 1 - following instructions: Students sit down. Read the exercise out loud
and colour the words according to the instructions. (3'-5')

Compound words introduction: To your flashcards add compound words and ask
students to match two words to make the compound word. You can use the words to
further illustrate your point.  You can also place the flashcards in the form of a math
equation on the board.(3'-5')

Game - memory: Students name all separate words and put them face down. Mix the
cards and play memory, giving points for correct pairs. (6'-8')

Project: Students pick two cards at random and write them down. Students draw the new
words. (8'-10')
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Worksheet 2 - matching compound words: Using the flashcards from before or by
looking at the whiteboard with the compound words, students match the words by
drawing arrows on their worksheets. (2'-4')
Worksheet 3 - writing practice: Students write the two words and the compound word.
Students draw the new words. (4'-6')


